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Introduction of Hakhel
At the end of every shmita period (the fallow year, which occurs every seven years), on the pilgrimage
holiday of Sukkot, there is a mitzva to gather all the Jews in Israel and read aloud certain portions of the
Torah. Together, these Torah portions represent the quintessential nature of Judaism. In times when there
was a king, he was responsible for reading to the people, but in his absence, any leader of the people was
obliged to do so. The underlying concept of Hakhel is the establishment of a fixed, cyclical time to reengage with the true meaning of Judaism. In the same way, these units are designed to help North
American Jewish adults re-engage with and explore the essential issues that underpin their relationship
with Israel.
Below are listed the six Hakhel discussion units that have been developed to date, each one intended to
clarify critical issues of North American Jewish engagement with Israel.
1. Conceptual conversation on: Why Israel?
Is the existence of Israel a privilege and/ or a necessity for the global Jewish community?
Why does Israel exist and what are its reasons for existing today?
2. Conceptual conversation on: The longing for Zion.
What is the place of “longing” in Jewish life, in a world in which a Jewish State exists? How
do we define “longing”? This unit offers a cultural Jewish perspective on the collective and
personal sense of Jewish longing.
3. Conceptual conversation on: Myth and Reality.
Are we interested in engaging with a “mythic Israel” or with the reality of Israel in 2005? Are
we comfortable engaging with this reality? What role do myths play in our relationship with
Israel?
4. Conceptual conversation on: Engaging with Israel through Culture
Achad Ha’Am conceived of Israel as a Jewish center that will generate a vibrant Hebrew
culture. Do you agree with his vision? What is Israel's role in Achad Ha'Am's vision? Does
contemporary Israeli and/or American Jewish literature express Achad Ha’Am’s dream?
5. Conceptual conversation on: Media’s role in shaping our image of Israel
What are the ramifications of constant exposure to media images of Israel on our own
perceptions and attitudes? How dominant and powerful is the media in comparison to other
sources of information about Israel?
6. Conceptual conversation on: The nature of our engagements with Israel
What are the ultimate (or desired) outcomes of our engagement with Israel? What do we
perceive to be the most effective ways of actively engaging with Israel? What role, if any, do
we play in Israeli society?
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Introduction to "Why Israel"
“…When Louis Brandeis brought political Zionism to the United States, he translated it to make it more
palatable to American Jews. He removed the whole concept of shlilat ha-golah (negation of the Diaspora),
because the idea that American Jews couldn’t live a full Jewish life in the United States made little sense to
them. Moreover, he argued that Zionism was designed for those Jews without a home and without
opportunities – i.e., not for American Jews who have both. According to Brandeis, Zionism in America was
far more concerned with enabling persecuted Jews from around the world to find a home in Israel than
encouraging American Jews to make aliyah. Not dissimilarly, Solomon Shechter issued a courageous
endorsement of Ahad Ha’Am’s cultural form of Zionism in 1906. Again the concept of shlilat ha-golah was
absent, and in Shechter’s writings, Judaism as a religious tradition was be revived in the Diaspora with the
help of the Hebrew cultural revival taking place in Israel. As he argued, Israel would create Jewish culture,
but American Jews would take responsibility for maintaining the religious tradition. To prove the point
further, Mordecai Kaplan believed that the role of Zionism was to help Jewish civilization throughout the
world. So, in short, on an ideological level, American Jews have never been Zionists in the same way as
Israeli Jews…"
(NACIE's Philosopher's retreat, New York, September 2003)
The above is an excerpt from the “Philosophers’ Retreat,” an intensive meeting held by a small group of
Jewish thinkers from Israel and the United States in the summer of 2003 to address conceptual issues
related to the meaning of Israel for North American Jews. This meeting made it clear to all concerned that
the task of engaging Jews in a series of discussions about Israel and its role in North American Jewish life
should be at the heart of NACIE's mission. A set of educational units (six to date) is being produced as a
vehicle for implementing this mission. This particular unit was designed by NACIE, the North American
Coalition for Israel Engagement, as part of its ongoing efforts to encourage American Jews to discuss,
explore, and conceptualize their relationship to Israel.
The unit – called "Why Israel" – focuses on the most fundamental question pertaining to the raison
d’etre of the State of Israel. This question is being raised by Jews around the world, not only students of all
ages, but also senior educators and community leaders. Articulating this question and providing the
platform for discussing it is the goal of this unit.

B'hatzlacha,
Esti Moskovitz-Kalman, Director of Education-Israel, NACIE / Makōm
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The Activity
Context
It is interesting to note how much of our history has been spent outside of our homeland, and how
many of the seminal events in our development took place in exile. The patriarchs came and went – not
one of them started out in Israel, and not one stayed there for his whole life. In the case of Jacob, the
departure was long term.
Then, of course, the two central formative events in our history, the core of our collective memory, took
place elsewhere: the Exodus from Egypt and the Revelation at Sinai. Essentially, the Torah we received at
Sinai was a users’ manual for a land we had not yet entered. Contrast this, for example with the fact that
many, if not most, other peoples believe that they somehow sprang organically out of the soil of their
homeland.
After a relatively short period of sovereignty, during which we apparently did not fully or successfully
implement the instructions in the users’ manual, we were punished by being exiled to Babylonia. And
when, only 50 years later, we were allowed to return, lo and behold, we had a mortgage to pay off, and kids
in school, and a career in progress, so most of us decided to stay in exile anyway. Later, some kind of
sovereignty was indeed restored, but once again, it was not to last.
Over the years, we developed a mechanism for coping with our ambivalence about exile/diaspora:
leading a double life. On one level, we lived in Baghdad or Minsk or Seattle, going about our everyday life
with its ups and downs, being part of a stable Jewish community. On another level, we lived vicariously in
Eretz Yisrael – through the calendar (celebrating Pesach as a spring festival even if we lived in Australia,
praying for rain on Shmini Atzeret even if it was pouring outside in Paris), the siddur, and continuous study
of biblical and rabbinical texts that were set in our homeland, whose geography we knew though we would
never see it with our own eyes.
Occasionally this equilibrium broke down, and messianic movements roiled our peaceful existence with
claims that the time for the prophesied redemption had come –generally with disastrous results. Thus the
rabbis said in the Talmud: Three things will come only when you are least expecting them – a scorpion, a
found object, and the messiah – so it is forbidden to try to calculate the time of the redemption lest by doing
so we postpone it.
Throughout the ages, there were individual Jews who took on as a personal obligation the return to
Israel, and went there alone or in small groups in order to fulfill all the mitzvot that could only be fulfilled
there. But for the vast majority of Jews, Israel remained a memory and a hope, a virtual homeland that
formed an inherent part of their identity.
The advent of modernity, and the collapse of the multinational empires of the 19th century, signified a
turning point in Jewish history. Our messianic hopes were fused with secular humanism and romantic
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nationalism and suddenly, we were faced with the opportunity to bring about redemption with our own
hands, by creating a Jewish nation-state that would in some way realize the prophecy of redemption.
Miraculously (some would say this literally, not just figuratively), Zionism achieved its goal of
establishing a Jewish state. An idea that was opposed by much of the Jewish world a century ago has
transformed Jewish life and reformulated our thinking about contemporary Jewish identity.
Nonetheless, it turns out that the opportunity to translate our virtual state into a real one is not so
simple, and has raised a number of difficult questions about which we have never even come close to
consensus. For example, just what should a Jewish state look like, given the fact that modern society
values humanism, secularism, and individualism? More fundamentally, is the state of Israel in fact a
manifestation of messianic times or just another episode in Jewish history? If the former, then we can
expect the exile to end and the ingathering to occur; if the latter, then perhaps the status quo, in which
Jewish communities coexist in Israel and in the Diaspora will continue for the long term.
In other words, we love Israel, we support Israel, we take pride and sustenance from Israel – but we
haven't yet fully thrashed out the meaning of Israel in our historical life, our communal life, and our personal
lives.

Goals
The purpose of this unit is to stimulate participants to explore some of these questions thoughtfully,
reflecting on their personal positions vis-à-vis Israel (religious center, State, land, society, culture) and
its relationship to Diaspora Jewish life in light of ideas articulated by various modern thinkers.

Target Audiences
Unit leaders: The conversations in this module require an inherent level of comfort with the raison
d'etre of Israel and its role and place in the lives of North American Jews, an interest in reading and
discussing the topic in depth, and an ability to lead an open group discussion in which each view
expressed is accepted, validated, and woven into the overall flow of the discussion.
Participants: These conversations are suitable for adults; no prior knowledge is necessary. The
participants may include community lay leaders and members of various boards and committees;
Jewish educators from all types of frameworks; and/or members of the public who are interested in
exploring the “Big Question” of engaging with Israel.

Structure and Duration of Activity
1.

Introduction: the story of Yehuda Halevi and his book the Kuzari (7-10 minutes).
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2.

Discuss participant's personal responses to this story, based on pointers (10 minutes).

3.

Introduce the voices of modern thinkers who have addressed the national and personal
significance of Israel for Jews in our time (5 minutes).

4.

Divide participants into pairs or trios and assign each group one of the texts to read, process,
and present “as if” it were their own position (10-15 minutes).

5.

Reconvene and invite a representative of each group to present its response (20 minutes).

6.

Facilitate an open discussion in which participants react to each other’s presentations (30
minutes).

7.

Conclude (Optional: by reading one of Yehuda Halevi’s poems of yearning for Zion) a
suitable text (5 minutes).
Additional options:
1.

Use the Kuzari discussion as an introduction for the first half an hour or so, leaving the
bulk of the time for modern text passages.

2.

Base the entire lesson on a discussion of the Kuzari, while suggesting the text passages
as optional personal reading.

3.

Dispense with the Kuzari exercise, and simply devote the entire lesson to a discussion of
the modern text selections.

Advance preparations
•

Read source #1

•

Prepare text cards (sources #2-#13). You may want to give all the texts to each participant in booklet
form, to encourage them to read and think about the unit when they have more time.

•

Prepare guiding questions cards (source #14), according to the number of small groups you plan to
have.
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Let's Begin…
•

Introduce Yehuda Halevi’s predicament over his personal – and national – relationship to the land of
Israel as a “framework,” by reading brief excerpts of his “conversation” with the Khazar king or telling
the story in your own words (see source #1). (You may want to send source #1 as a reading
assignment to the participants before hand.)

•

Begin the conversation: At one point in the book (2:23-4), the Rabbi speaks at some length about the
holiness of Eretz Yisrael, quoting a number of different passages from the rabbinic literature. Then
look at source #2, and either give it to people in the group to read aloud (maybe role play?), or read it
yourself. You may want to give copies to the participants.

•

Start discussing the passages. The purpose of this discussion is to better understand what we just
read, and to start thinking about what people feel about the story and the ideas expressed in it. Who
do they relate to? Why? Why do you think Yehuda Halevi wrote this? To enrich the discussion and
gain deeper levels of understanding, you might want to guide the discussion with the following
questions:

•

It is interesting to note that Halevi wants the King to convert early on and only then study Judaism in
depth. Is he trying to say something about human nature? About education? About Judaism? About
identity?

•

In the first exchange between the king and the Rabbi (beginning with the King’s words, “If this be so,
you fall short…”), how would you restate the King’s argument in modern-day terms? What about
Halevi’s answer – basically, “You are, sadly, right”? Could this response apply to the present-day
Jewish world? What would be the approach today given the reality of the State of Israel and Diaspora
Jews? Is the question itself justified?

•

The book’s defense of Judaism consists mostly of challenges posed by the King, which the Rabbi
successfully answers; however, in many instances during this interchange, we find that Halevi puts
rather critical words in the mouth of the King – and then offers no defense. Do you have any
explanation for the author’s strategy?

•

Note that in the second interchange, the King reverses his position: At first, he couldn’t understand
why Jews don’t go to Israel; then, he tries to convince the Rabbi that one can attain equal closeness to
God anywhere. It is interesting to consider just whose ideas Halevi is putting in the King’s mouth –
could the conversation be an internal Jewish debate? Or perhaps a debate with himself? Does this
debate resonate in our own communities, and does it pose a personal internal dilemma?

•

Note that this conversation refers to the land of Israel; does statehood have any bearing on the
discussion?

•

In the first exchange, Yehuda Halevi gives the King a historical answer; but it seems from the second
exchange that he takes the King’s words as a personal challenge as well. How would you respond to
this today?

•

What would my answer to the King be: what is the meaning of the land – and the state – for me?
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•

What role does the land – and the state – play in my Jewishness?

•

What is “bowing and kneeling in the direction of [Israel]” mean in my personal context? Do I accept
(as Yehuda Halevi did) the King’s negative characterization?

•

Introduce additional thoughts as part of the conversation: What if, instead of a dialogue, the Kuzari
were a symposium, representing a number of different perspectives? Let’s imagine bringing to the
table some additional thinkers, to see what kind of conversation might develop. Divide the group into
pairs and trios, and assign each group one of the following cards:
•

E. Fackenheim: Israel as Jewish power [source #3]

•

Ahad Ha’Am: Israel as cultural center [source #4]

•

S.Yizhar: Israel as roots [source #5]

•

S. Aviner: the state of Israel as the beginning of the redemption [source #6]

•

A. Heschel: Israel as evidence of divine providence [source #7]

•

M. Buber: Israel as the opportunity to live Jewish values and demonstrate God’s will [source #8]

•

J. Klatzkin: Israel as the opportunity to return to pure national existence [source #9]

•

D. Hartman: Israel as the opportunity to apply halakha to all aspects of life [source #10]

•

Midrash: Israel as the opportunity to perform mitzvoth [source #11]

•

H. Cohen: Israel as a memory and a hope – but as just another place where Jews might live
today [source #12]

•

Y. Leibowitz: Israel as a nation state – important for practical, national reasons but of no
religious/historical significance [[source #13]

•

Ask each group to read, process, and present their assigned text “as if” it were their own position,
using the questions presented in source #14.

•

Reconvene the groups and invite a representative of each to present its response –what it would have
said to the Khazar king (and/or to the Rabbi).

•

Facilitate an open discussion in which participants react to each other’s presentations – both “in
character” and as themselves, engaging with the questions raised through the small group readings.
Having heard these different approaches to the meaning of Israel, is there one or a combination of
several that describes your connection to Israel? Is there an approach or combination that speaks for
our community? Is there another one that participants would like to mention? How would each of us
describe our own relationship to Israel in terms of these perspectives? Which ones dominate our own
thinking? The community's thinking? What we perceive to be Israel's thinking? The “extra thoughts”
page offers the facilitator some pointers to analyze and discuss with the group about each of the
Jewish thinkers discussed (source #15).
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•

We suggest to conclude by reading one of Yehuda Halevi’s poems of yearning for Zion (source #16) or
any other suitable text. A Halevi poem could be used simply for its impact, both aesthetically and in
terms of a very personal statement of pre-Zionist feelings of a Jew for Israel – or in the context of a
broader discussion of whether the poem “speaks” to/for us (and why or why not).

Remember: Our purpose here was not to agree on answers, but to help us deepen our questions and
examine our own positions. We hope we have left you constructively confused…
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Sources
Source #1: The central theme –
a background story
Once upon a time, in an exotic and far-off land between the Caspian and Black Seas, an entire
kingdom converted to Judaism, and continued to exist as a Jewish regional power for several hundred
years before being vanquished and disappearing from the stage of history almost without a trace. Indeed,
for centuries, it was not clear to the Jewish world if this story was myth or fact. Modern research has
confirmed that the kingdom of Khazaria did indeed undergo some kind of national conversion in the 8th
century, apparently as a way of maintaining neutrality in the struggle between Christian and Moslem
neighboring states
Yehuda Halevi, a physician, scholar, and poet living in 11th-century Spain, was fascinated by the
stories circulating about the conversion of the Khazars. Since, however, no evidence existed as to just
how Khazaria became Jewish, Halevi was free to be creative. His vehicle was The Kuzari: A Book of Proof
and Argument, an Apology for a Despised Religion; the book, written in Arabic, became (and remains) one
of the most popular and best-known works of medieval Jewish philosophy. In it, a dream reveals to the king
that his pious commitment to his pagan religion, while well-intended, was misguided. He summoned a
philosopher, a Christian scholar, and a Moslem scholar to see which system of belief he should adopt.
Each was rejected after one brief interchange, and the king felt he had no choice but to turn to a Jew. It
didn’t take long for the king to be convinced of the truth of Judaism, and he converted in short order.
The Kuzari consists primarily of the king’s ongoing conversation with the Rabbi as he challenges his
teacher, seeking a deeper understanding of Jewish beliefs. This creative format is unique in traditional
Jewish literature. If the Rambam (Maimonides) is the chief spokesman for the attempt to harmonize
Judaism with rationalism, Halevi is a leading proponent of the opposite school of thought. For him,
miracles, revelation, and being the chosen people do not need to be “explained away” by the rational,
scientific phenomena that underlie them; instead, our collective memory of these experiences is proof
enough of their reality, no apologies needed. In that sense, the questioning upon which this book is based
serves as an educational tool, and not an attempt to argue for rational Judaism.
Throughout the book, Halevi emphasizes the uniqueness of the Jewish people and their selection to
receive G-d’s revelation – as well as the sanctity of the land of Israel which was specifically promised to the
children of Israel by G-d.
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Source #2: Extracts from 'the Kuzari'
The King: If this be so, you fall short of the duty laid down in your law, by not seeking to reach that
place, and making it your abode in life and death…Your bowing and kneeling in the direction of it is either
mere appearance or thoughtless worship. Yet your first forefathers chose it as an abode in preference to
their birth-places, and lived there as strangers rather than as citizens in their own country. This they did
even at a time when the Shekhinah was yet visible, but the country was full of unchasteness, impurity, and
idolatry. Your fathers, however, had no other desire than to remain in it. Neither did they leave it in times
of dearth and famine except by God’s permission. Finally they directed their bones to be buried there.
The Rabbi: This is a severe reproach, O king of the Khazars. It is the sin which prevented the divine
promise with regard to the second Temple…from being fulfilled. Divine Providence was ready to restore
everything as it had been at first, if they had all willingly consented to return. But only a part was ready to
do so, while the majority and the aristocracy remained in Babylonia, preferring dependence and slavery,
and unwilling to leave their houses and their affairs…"
[Section 2, Pg. 23-24]
At the end of the book, the Rabbi “draws personal conclusions” and announces that he is leaving for
Israel.
The King: Through pure intention and strong desire we may approach to God in every place! Why do
you expose yourself to the dangers of land and sea and to risks incurred by contact with other people?
The Rabbi: I seek freedom – from the service of those numerous people only whose favor I shall never
obtain even if I work for it all my life and which would not profit me even if I could obtain it: I mean the
service of men and the courting of their favor. But I seek the service of One whose favor is obtained with
the smallest effort and profits in this world and the next: this is the favor of God. His service is freedom,
and humility before Him is true honor…"
[Section 5, Pg. 28]
According to legend, Yehuda Halevi did indeed make aliyah in 1141 (or was it only a pilgrimage?), and
was killed by an Arab bandit shortly after his arrival.
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Source #3: Emil L. Fackenheim –
Israel as Jewish power
"If absolute power is the prerogative of the Divine, then the gods of Auschwitz were Adolf Eichmann
who did the procuring, Rudolf Hess who did the administering, and Dr. Josef Mengele who did the
selecting. There are times in history when spirit is broken and impotent, and all that counts is power. But
what is power? Money is power. So is influence. So is prudence. So is genius. Jews in their centuries of
statelessness have used all these attributes, and sometimes one has helped, sometimes another. But
during the Nazi regime, none of them counted. The plain truth is that during the twelve years of the Third
Reich, that were like unto a thousand to its Jewish victims, only one form of power counted, and that the
Jewish people lacked. In the first period of the twelve years – persecution, expulsion – Jewish victims
needed havens, but those only states could provide. In the second period – mass torture and murder – only
a state that considered Jewish lives to be a top priority could have mustered planes, bombs, armies, and
the other implements of state power that could have made a large difference.
“It was therefore an act of world-historical significance when, on 14 May 1948, David Ben-Gurion, on
behalf of an ad hoc government of the Jews of Palestine, proclaimed the first Jewish state in 1878 years…”
From: "The Jewish Return into History: Philosophical Fragments on the State of Israel," in Elliot Dorff
and Louis Newman (eds.), Contemporary Jewish Theology - A Reader (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1999), p. 226.
About the author:
(1916-2003) b. Halle, Germany; briefly interned at the Sachsenhausen
concentration camp (1938-39), after which he became a rabbi and left
Germany for Great Britain, where he was incarcerated as an enemy
alien after the outbreak of World War II. Served as rabbi, then professor
of philosophy in Canada; he subsequently moved to Israel. Fackenheim
explored the problem of revelation and the relationship of the Jews with
God; he asserted that the Holocaust obliged Jews to carry on Jewish
existence, and that the very existence of the State of Israel rebuked
those who believed the Jewish people were obsolete or dying out.
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Source #4: Ahad Ha'Am (Asher Ginzberg) –
Israel as cultural center
"What has already been accomplished in Palestine [as of 1912] entitles one to say with
confidence that that country will be ‘a national spiritual center of Judaism,’ to which all Jews will turn with
affection, and which will bind all Jews together; a center of study and learning, of language and literature,
of bodily work and spiritual purification; a true miniature of the people of Israel as it ought to be… so that
every Hebrew in the Diaspora will think it a privilege to behold just once 'the center of Judaism' and when
he returns home will say to his friends: If you wish to see the genuine type of Jew, whether it be a Rabbi or
a scholar or a writer, a farmer or an artist or a businessman – then go to Palestine and you will see it."
From: "Summa Summarum" in Nationalism and the Jewish Ethic: Basic Writings of Ahad Ha'Am, (New
York: Schocken, 1962).

About the author:
(1856–1927) b. Ukraine moved to London (1907) and Palestine (1922). He did not
view the imminent creation of a Jewish state in Palestine to be the most important
goal of the Zionist movement; rather, he saw Palestine as the center for a cultural
and spiritual revival of the Jewish people. As editor of the journal Ha'shiloah
(1896–1902), he was influential in developing contemporary Hebrew literary style.
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Source #5: S. Yizhar (Yizhar Smilansky) –
Israel as roots
"The Bible was, of course, in the hiker's knapsack; he would walk and read it and walk and point, read a
name and show a place, read a name and point to an animal or a bird, read a name and excavate an
archaeological site, read verbs and point at tracks in the sand and at scratches on the rock, read the name
of a hero and behold a living vision - here is Gideon, here is Samson, and of course David son of Jesse they were all here. We are in ancient garb, we are the bearers of an ancient glory, not like the Spaniards in
America, conquering a foreign land, but like sons who find their forefathers everywhere. Scrabble in the dirt
and you'll find remains of Jews, shout in the mountains and a magnificent Jewish echo will answer…
“The satisfaction of clearing away some earth and here is an inscription floating towards us, exactly
confirming scripture, the enthusiasm that bursts forth when the hovering bird was really the vulture
descending on the carcasses like the one from the Covenant of the Pieces (Genesis 15:11), and this pit in
the rock is the actual winepress or olive-press of our farmer forefathers… and here, exactly here, the sun
stood still, and the moon in the Ayalon valley, and in a heart singing with true joy, and with the certainty that
ours is the land, and we are its true children."
From: Against Joshua. An address at the conference of the Humanistic Judaism Movement, Jerusalem,
1992.
About the author:
born 1916, Israeli writer, teacher, professor of literature, past member of the
Knesset. A fighter in Israel's War of Independence, his books describe the
experiences of ordinary people in that era, reflecting their personal and moral
dilemmas when faced with the dictates of the collective.
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Source #6: Shlomo Aviner – The state of Israel as
the beginning of the redemption
"These are in fact times of Redemption, without a shadow of a doubt. This period did not start now, but
rather 120 years ago, in 1881, with what is known as the First Aliyah of Jews to the Land of Israel…
“Regarding the Period of Redemption: The concepts of Days of Moshiach, Redemption, the Beginning
of the Flowering of our Redemption, the Atchalta DeGeula, the Footsteps of Moshiach - all these close-tosynonyms refer to the period in which the Kingdom returns to Israel. When did this period begin? On the
5th of Iyar, 5708, May 14, 1948, when the modern State of Israel declared its independence. Of course,
this is not the ideal Kingdom for which we had prayed and are praying; it is not the Kingdom of the
Moshiach. But it's a start. The distance between this and British or Turkish rule is like that between east
and west, between heaven and earth.
“Our government is a preparation for the Kingdom of Israel, and the Torah Kingdom of Israel is a
preparation for the Kingdom of the Moshiach. Similarly, our public national being also required prior
preparation - namely, Shivat Tzion, the Return to Zion in the late 1800s and first half of the 1900s. Our
present situation could not have come about without a minimum number of Jews, according to our sources
(see, for instance, Rabbi Kook's Olat R'Iyah, p. 388), which is 600,000 - the number of Jews who entered
Israel with Joshua Bin Nun after traversing the wilderness for 40 years. This was in fact the approximate
number of Jews in the Holy Land when they established the present-day State of Israel."
From: Special Times, Special Challenges, http://www.yeshiva.org.il/midrash/Shiur.asp?ID=684
About the author:
born 1943 in Lyon, France. Founder and Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat Ateret
Kohanim in the Moslem Quarter of Jerusalem. Rabbi of Beit El, a settlement
in the West Bank. One of the chief ideologues of the Gush Emunim settlers’
movement.
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Source #7: Abraham Joshua Heschel – Israel as
evidence of divine providence
"God has led us through hell and said: Return ye to the Holy Land, children of men. So we followed His
lead, and behold, ‘the Lord went before them in a pillar of cloud by day, to guide them along the way, and
in a pillar of fire by night, to give them light’ (Exodus, 13.21).
“It is dangerous to regard political affairs as religious events; yet since the time of Abraham we were
taught that political affairs are to be understood within the orbit of God's concern. We must not expect the
history of politics to read like a history of theology. Instances of God's care in history come about in
seeming disarray, in scattered fashion – we must seek to comprehend the unity of the seemingly
disconnected chords. To the eyes of the heart, it is clear that returning to the land is an event in accord
with the hidden Presence in Jewish history. It is a verification of a biblical promise. It has saved so many
lives, it has called forth so much dedication and sacrifice, it has revived hope. Returning to the land is an
event in which the past endures, in which the future is foreshadowed…
“Infinitely greater than the sacrifice of Isaac was the martyrdom of Auschwitz, Bergen-Belsen, Dachau,
Treblinka, and others. The State of Israel was built on that martyrdom; its people are, to use a phrase of
the prophet Zechariah (3:2), ‘a brand plucked from the fire.’
“The rescue of a people from physical oppression and even destruction from the corroding influence of
assimilation … the reclamation of the land from the aridity and barrenness to which most of its soil had
been condemned by the spoliation and neglect of man and nature, is an act of sanctification."
From: Mount Sinai and Mount Moriah, in Israel: An Echo of Eternity (New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 1969), pp. 136-138.
About the author:
(1907-1972) b. Warsaw, Poland, from a family of
Hassidic

Rebbes,

he

received

traditional

ordination in Eastern Europe and liberal ordination
in Germany. Escaped the Nazis by traveling to
Britain and the U.S. Professor at the Jewish
Theological Seminary, engaged in traditional
scholarly study and interpretation of classic
Jewish texts. Additionally, he sought to offer an
authentic theology based on traditional sources
that could be applied to the questions and
challenges facing the modern Jew. Involved in the
American civil rights movement, he is pictured here (second from right) marching with Martin Luther King.
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Source #8: Martin Buber:
Israel as the opportunity to live Jewish
values and demonstrate God’s will
"We have learned … that in a life of dispersion not determined by ourselves, we cannot realize
Judaism. We can pray here in the Diaspora, but not act; bear witness to God with patience, but not with
creativity; praise the jubilee year, but not usher it in…This, in brief, is our creed: that Zion restored will
become the house of the Lord for all peoples and the center of the new world, … in which ‘the bloodstained garment of war is burned’ and ‘the swords are turned into plowshares.’
“The new humanity needs us. However it needs us not dispersed and working at cross-purposes, but
together and united; not befouled by pretences and rumors, but purified and ready; not to acknowledge
God with our words while betraying God with our lives, but, to serve God faithfully through the
establishment of a human community according to His will. Our contribution to the new humanity consists
not in explaining and asserting that there is a God, but in showing how God lives in us – how through a true
human life, we realize both ourselves and God within us."
From: "A Debate on Zionism and Messianism," in Paul Mendes-Flohr and Jehuda Reinharz (eds), The
Jew in the Modern World – A Documentary History, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980), p 452.
About the author:
(1878-1965) b. Vienna, Austria, immigrated to Palestine (1938). Scholar of
Hasidism, mysticism, taught social philosophy at the Hebrew University and
served as leader of Ihud, a movement which advocated Arab-Jewish
cooperation in a bi-national state. Most famous for his philosophy of
dialogue, which distinguishes between I-Thou relationships (direct and
mutual) and I-It relationships (indirect and utilitarian).
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Source #9: Jacob Klatzkin –
Israel as the opportunity to return to pure
national existence
“Jewish nationalism does not deny Jewish spiritual values – it only refuses to raise them to the level of
a criterion by which the nation is defined. It refuses to define being a Jew as something subjective, as a
faith, but prefers to base it on something objective: on land and language. These are the basic categories
of national being…
“Diaspora nationalism maintains that we are a national entity even in the Diaspora, even though we are
dwelling in foreign lands and expressing ourselves in foreign languages, if only we live and labor in the
spirit of Judaism. Valid Jewish nationalism must reply: In strange lands and foreign tongues our existence
is never a national one, even when we live and create in the spirit of Judaism, i.e. in the spirit of Jewish
ethical teaching. Without the two future poles of a national land and a national language, nationalism in the
Diaspora has no meaning and assimilation is the courageous and logical path for the Diaspora to take.
“For [Zionism] the alternatives are clear: Either the Jewish people shall redeem the land and thereby
continue to live, even if the spiritual content of Judaism changes radically, or we shall remain in exile and
rot away, even if the spiritual tradition continues to exist.
“In longing for our land we do not desire to create there a base for the spiritual values of Judaism. To
regain our land is for us an end in itself – the attaining of a free national life. The content of our life will be
national when its forms become national. Indeed, let it not be said that the land is a precondition for a
national life; living on the land is ipso facto the national life."
From: "A Nation Must Have Its Own Land and Language," in Arthur Hertzberg, The Zionist Idea – A
Historical Analysis and Reader (New York: Atheneum, 1973), pp. 318-319.
About the author:
(1882–1948) b. Russia, moved to Germany where he worked for Zionist organizations while pursuing
career as a scholar and philosopher. Together with Nahum Goldman, initiated the Encyclopedia Judaica
(whose publication was suspended when the Nazis came to power). Moved to Switzerland and the U.S.
during Nazi rule.
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Source #10: David Hartman –
Israel as the opportunity to apply halakha
to all aspects of life
"Israel expands the possible range of halakhic involvement in human affairs beyond the
circumscribed frameworks of home and synagogue. Jews in Israel are given the opportunity to bring
economic, social and political issues into the center of their religious consciousness. The moral quality of
the army, social and economic disparities and deprivations, the exercise of power moderated by moral
sensitivities, attitudes toward minorities, foreign workers, the stranger, tolerance and freedom of
conscience – all these are areas that challenge our sense of covenantal responsibility.
“The existence of the State of Israel, from this perspective, prevents Judaism from being confined
exclusively to a culture of learning and prayer. The realm of symbolic holy time – the Sabbath, the festivals
– is no longer the exclusive defining framework of Jewish identity. In returning to the land, we have created
the conditions through which everyday life can mediate the biblical foundations of our covenantal destiny."
From: The Significance of Israel for the Future of Judaism,
http://www.hartmaninstitute.com/publications/recentarticles/David%20Hartman/SignificanceofIsrael.htm
About the author:
born 1931 in Brooklyn, NY, immigrated to Israel (1971). Rabbi and
philosopher. Founder of the Shalom Hartman Institute in Jerusalem. Known
for his "covenantal theology," which emphasizes the activist aspects of man’s
relationship with God.
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Source #11: Midrash – Israel as the
opportunity to perform mitzvoth
"It happened that Rabbi Judah ben Baterah and Rabbi Matyah ben Charash and Rabbi Haninah ben
Achi and Rabbi Joshua ben Yonatan were going abroad… When they remembered the land of Israel, they
lifted up their eyes and their tears flowed, and they tore their clothes, and read this verse: ‘…When you
have occupied [the land] and settled in it, take care to observe all the laws and rules that I have set before
you this day.’ [Deuteronomy 11:31-32]. And they returned home, and said: ‘Dwelling in the land of Israel
outweighs all of the commandments in the Torah.’”
Sifrei, Deuteronomy 80.
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Source #12: Hermann Cohen – Israel as
a memory and a hope, but as just another
place where Jews might live today
"Palestine is not merely the land of our fathers; it is the land of our prophets, who established and
perfected the ideal of our religion. Hence, we consider it indeed the Holy Land, though only in the sense
that our timeless, sacred heritage originated there. But by the same token by which we regard our religious
present as a projection of the future, we regard the moral world as it unfolds throughout history as our real
Promised Land.
“…The classical concept of our religion points towards the future of mankind, and not towards the
past of an ethnic community whose holiness, rather than being tied down to a geographical location, is
bound up with its world-historical idea. For us as for the psalmist, God dwells in Israel's songs of praise
(Psalms 22:4). These, however, cannot ring out into the world by themselves. It is up to us to remain God's
true emissaries spreading these songs, in their unique distinctiveness, throughout the world.”
From: "A Reply to Dr. Martin Buber's Open Letter," in Eva Jospe (ed.), Reason and Hope – Selections from
the Jewish Writings of Hermann Cohen (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1971).
About the author:
(1842-1919) b. Coswig, Anhalt, Germany. Neo-Kantian philosopher.
Proponent of ethical monotheism as the essence of Judaism.
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Source #13: Yeshayahu Leibowitz –
Israel as a nation state; important
for practical, national reasons but
of no religious/historical significance.
"Zionism has no connection to Judaism in its essential, religious sense of the obligation to observe
Torah and Mitzvoth; this is an absolute obligation imposed upon us regardless of particular historical
circumstances or existential conditions. Zionism has no bearing on it whatsoever since this task is binding
on us in our land as in exile, in freedom as in bondage, and the effort to fulfill it continues and will continue
so long as there are Jews who recognize it. Zionism as an aspiration to political-national independence is a
legitimate Jewish aspiration, and the state is dear to us as its fulfillment. But it must not be given a religious
aura. Only what is done for the sake of Heaven has religious significance. The category of holiness is
inapplicable to the state. I deny that the establishment of the state of Israel and its very existence signal a
beginning of the realization of the values of Judaism. Sovereignty is essential to the state, along with an
executive apparatus and the power and authority of coercion. The state fulfills an essential need of the
individual and the national community, but it does not thereby acquire intrinsic value…"
From: "The Religious and Moral Significance of the Redemption of Israel," in Eliezer Goldman (ed.),
Judaism, Human Values and the Jewish State (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), pp. 117-118.
About the author:
(1903-1994) b. Riga, Latvia, educated in Germany and Switzerland,
immigrated to Palestine (1935). He joined the faculty of Hebrew University and
taught chemistry, physiology, history and the philosophy of science. He
authored many books and articles, lectured publicly, and edited several
volumes of the Encyclopedia Hebraica. Outspoken in his views on Judaism
and Israel, he aroused a great deal of debate and antagonism among religious
and non-religious circles.
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Source #14: Guiding questions for small groups
Some questions for you to consider as you read together your assigned text and discuss it:
a. What aspect of Jewish identity, for this thinker, connects with Israel?
b. Is the primary focus on the land of Israel or the State of Israel?
c. Is the primary focus on the nation or the individual?
d. What obligation does this approach impose on the individual Diaspora Jew?
e. How would this thinker answer the King’s first comment, accusing the Rabbi of not fulfilling his
historic obligation as a Jew to live in Israel?
f. Does this thinker’s position “work” for you? Is it enough? Does it trouble you? Would you argue for
or against it?
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Source 15#: Extra thoughts for the facilitator
Some provoking counter- thoughts about the modern thinkers:
•

About Klatzkin: But - Ben Gurion said: Our aspiration in this land is to be like all the other nations - and
to be different from all the other nations.

•

About Buber: But, of course - who decides what values, what laws, define this Jewish state?
Halakha? Liberal values?

•

About Aviner: But - what are we supposed to do, and what is God supposed to do? And how do we
know that this time the messiah is really close, when we were wrong before?

•

About Ahad Ha'Am: One could say that for Ahad Ha’Am, Israel is instrumental, a tool for Jewish
education in the Diaspora, but that it has no intrinsic reason to exist. We need to be able to send
Birthright kids there. Is that fair? Is it OK? Don't we act as if this were true?

•

About Fackenheim: But doesn’t it seem that the concentration of the Jews in one place in fact
endangers them – and doesn’t it seem that the exercise by the Jewish state of power, in our day,
might even be creating danger for Jews around the world?

•

About S. Yizhar: But haven’t we learned from our experience of Diaspora that romantic nationalism,
that believing the people can be rooted in the soil, leads to abuses and to a distortion of the values that
we have come to see as central to Judaism?

•

About Heschel: But if the rise of Israel is evidence of divine providence in history, and it was our doing
– then by what criteria can we know when Israel’s policies are manifestations of God’s will, and when
they are not – even the opposite?

•

About Hartman: But whose halakha will we implement; how will we solve the problem of authority –and
of the authority of halakha in a secular Jewish state?

•

About the Midrash: But how does this require a Jewish state – just living in Israel, even under the
Turks or British etc., should be enough.

•

About Cohen: In the post-Holocaust world, can we really believe that the Jews can survive as a people
scattered among the nations, at the mercy of their universalistic sentiments – which proved so illusory
over the past century?

•

About Leibowitz: But isn't Jewish sovereignty in the land of Israel a key gateway and vessel for fulfilling
mitzvoth for the sake of heaven (for example – the Jewish state is the legal body that allows Jews to
perform Birkat Hacohanim at the Kotel, which is a mitzvah that could not have been performed
otherwise)?
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Source #16: Judah Halevi – Ode to Zion
Oh! who will give me wings
That I may fly away,
And there, at rest from all my wanderings,
The ruins of my heart among thy ruins lay?
I'll bend my face unto thy soil, and hold
Thy stones as precious gold.
And when in Hebron I have stood beside
My fathers' tombs, then will I pass in turn
Thy plains and forest wide,
Until I stand on Gilead and discern
Mount Hor and Mount Abarim, 'neath whose crest
Thy luminaries twain, thy guides and beacons rest.
Thy air is life unto my soul, thy grains
Of dust are myrrh, thy streams with honey flow;
Naked and barefoot, to thy ruined fanes
How gladly would I go;
To where the ark was treasured, and in dim
Recesses dwelt the holy cherubim.
…The Lord desires thee for his dwelling-place
Eternally; and blest
Is he whom God has chosen for the grace
Within thy courts to rest.
Happy is he that watches, drawing near,
Until he sees thy glorious lights arise,
And over whom thy dawn breaks full and clear
Set in the Orient skies.
But happiest he, who, with exultant eyes,
The bliss of thy redeemed ones shall behold,
And see thy youth renewed as in the days of old.
“Ode to Zion,” in http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/mhl/index.htm
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My heart is in the east
My heart is in the east, and I in the uttermost west-How can I find savor in food? How shall it be sweet to me?
How shall I render my vows and my bonds, while yet
Zion lieth beneath the fetter of Edom, and I in Arab chains?
A light thing would it seem to me to leave all the good things of Spain -Seeing how precious in mine eyes to behold the dust of the desolate sanctuary.
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